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Regularization parameter independent approach in a four fermion interaction
model
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In QCD a non-perturbative eect is essential in low energy phenomena. A usual perturbative procedure loses its validity. A
four-fermion interaction model is used to evaluate the low energy phenomena for quarks and gluons. Since the four-fermion
interaction is nonrenormalizable, the results depend on the regularization parameter in four spacetime dimensions. Here
we show the possibility to eliminate the regularization parameter dependence for some of physical observables.
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1

Introduction

The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the fundamental theory for color charged particles. Because
of the asymptotic freedom the coupling constant for
the QCD interaction blows up below the QCD scale
∼ 1GeV. The QCD dynamics is essetially nonperturbative at low energy. We need to use the method free
from the usual perturbative expansion in terms of the
coupling constant.
One of the methods is developed under a phenomenological model of QCD. Nambu and JonaLasinio introduce a four-fermion interaction model as a
low energy phenomenological model for hadrons [1, 2].
We can adopt the 1/N expansion method as a nonperturbative approach. Then the model spontaneously
breaks the chiral symmetry and well describes the low
energy phenomena [35].
The four-fermion interaction is described by an operator whose mass dimension is 2D −2 in D space-time
dimensions. The operator is irrelevant and the model
is nonrenormalizable for D > 2 in a sense of the usual
perturbation. The model is renormalizable in three
dimensions in the 1/N expansion scheme [68]. The
model is nonrenormalizable in four dimensions. The
result depends on the regularization parameter, after
we apply a normal renormalization procedure [10].
On the other hands, the four-fermion interaction is
known to be trivial in four dimensions [9]. The fourfermion interaction model reduces to a free fermion theory. All the radiative corrections disappear at the naive
four dimensional limit. At a glance the model seems
to be renormalizable in four-dimensions. However, the
four-fermion interaction vanishes and we lose all the
dynamics.
In this paper a simple scalar type four-fermion interaction is considered. We evaluate the model in 4−2ε
dimension. The regularization dependence can be elim-

inated by taking the limit, ε → 0. We show that the
four-fermion interaction vanishes at the limit but the
results are not always reduces to the free fermion theory.

2

Four-fermion interaction model

Here we consider a simple model with scalar type
four-fermion interactions.


L = ψ̄ (i∂/ − mi ) ψ + G (ψ̄ψ)2 + (ψ̄iγ5 ψj )2 ,
(1)
where ψ describes a quark eld. We suppose the order
of the coupling constant G to be GNc ' O(1), where
Nc is the number of colors.
2.1

Vacuum diagram

Here we calculate the chiral condensate hψ̄ψi. In
the leading order of 1/Nc expansion, it is given by,
Z
1
dD p
tr
,
(2)
hψ̄ψi = M 4−D
D
i(2π)
p/ − m∗
where m∗ represents the constituent quark mass, tr
denotes the trace with respect to spinor and color indices. We rescale the chiral condensate by multiplying the mass scale M in order to have the mass dimension in four-dimension. Evaluating the integral in
D(≡ 4 − 2) dimensions [1115], we obtain


Nc M 4−D
D
hψ̄ψi = −
Γ 1−
m∗ (m∗2 )D/2−1 .
(3)
2
(2π)D/2
At the four dimensional limit Eq.(3) reduces to

hψ̄ψi →

Nc 1 ∗3
m .
(2π)2 ε

(4)

Thus the chiral condensate is divergent at the limit,
ε → 0.
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2.2

3

Diagram with two external lines

The constituent quark mass, m∗ , is given by the
non-trivial solution for the gap equation,

m∗ = m+2G



D
Nc M 4−D
Γ
1
−
m∗ (m∗2 )D/2−1 . (5)
2
(2π)D/2

Taking the four dimensional limit, we obtain

Order counting of divergence

Finiteness of the radiative corrections can be diagrammatically understood by counting the ε dependence. We consider a diagram with #e external, #i
internal lines and #v4 four-fermion interactions. There
is a relationship

#e + 2#i = 4#v4 .

(12)

A momentum integral is assigned on each internal lines
and a delta function on each vertices. One of the delta
functions shows the overall momentum conservation
The parameter of the model can be xed to repro- between the external lines. Thus the number of the
duce some of low energy phenomena. It is know loop integrals, #l, is given by
that the four-fermion coupling, G, behaves as O(ε)
(13)
in the dimensional regularization, see, for example, #l = #i − #v4 + 1.
Refs. [1618]. Thus the four-fermion coupling vanishes
From Eqs. (12) and (13) we obtain
at the limit, ε → 0, but a nite correction remains at
the second term of the right-hand side in Eq.(6).
#e = 2(#v − #l + 1).
(14)

m∗ → m −

2Nc G 1 ∗3
m .
(2π)2 ε

(6)

4

Each loop integrals behave as at most O(1/ε) in the
dimensional regularization. The four-fermion interacWe consider the radiative correction of the four- tion behaves as O(ε). Thus the order of a diagram with
(#e−2)/2
). Any odd number is
fermion coupling for the scalar S channel. It is given #e external lines is O(ε
by the summation of all bubble-type diagrams in the not allowed for #e in the NJL model. Hence, only the
vacuum diagram, #e = 0, is divergent at the four dileading order of the 1=N expansion [14],
mensional limit. The diagram with two external lines
2
is nite. If the number of the external lines is greater
4G
,
(7)
Gs (k 2 ) =
than two, #e > 2, the diagram have to be vanish at the
2G − Π(k 2 )
four dimensional limit. As is known, the NJL model is
trivial in four dimensions. It should be noted that the
where Π(p2 ) is
chiral condensate and the constituent quark mass are
represented by the vacuum diagram and the diagram
Π(k 2 )
with two external lines, respectively.


Z
D
d
p
1
1
The order of the each diagram is xed by only the
= −4G2 M 4−D
tr
.
D
∗
∗
number
of the external lines. The order cannot be modi(2π)
p
/−m p
/ − k/ − m
ied
by
any
radiative corrections. It means that all the
(8)
radiative corrections, δrad , have to be nite in four dimensions.
At the four dimensional limit Eq. (8) simplies to
2.3

Diagram with four external lines

Π(k 2 ) → G2

2Nc 1 2
(k − 6m∗2 ).
(2π)2 ε

(9)

I = Itree (1 + δrad ),

(15)

where I and Itree represent the value for a diagram at
Thus the four-point function for the scalar S channel the full and the tree level, respectively. Some of low
energy phenomena can be evaluated from the nite rais found to be
diative corrections, δrad [1618]. The obtained proper2
ties are independent on the regularization parameter,
2(2π)
1
Gs (k 2 ) =
ε 2
. (10) ε.
∗2
2
Nc
−k + 6m + (4π) ε/(Nc G)
It vanishes at the four dimensional limit, but a scalar
meson pole is found at

(4π)2 ε
k 2 = 6m∗2 +
.
Nc G
Thus we can obtain a nite scalar meson mass.

(11)

4

Further cancellation

In Sec. 2 we assume that the mass scale, M , is constant and take the four-dimensional limit. The mass
scale, M , is introduced to modies the mass dimension
by hand. It is one of parameters of the model to be
xed. If the scale, M , changes as a function of the
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dimension, D, the four dimensional limit may be modied. According to the procedure in Ref. [16, 18], we
nd that the mass scale behaves as M 4−D → O(ε) and
GM 4−D → O(ε). Then we nd

5

Conclusion

We have studied the regularization parameter
dependences of a four-fermion interaction model.
The four-fermion interaction vanishes at the four4−D
dimensional limit. Thus the theory reduces to be free
1 ∗3
Nc M
m
,
(16)
hψ̄ψi →
at the limit. All the divergence in n-point functions
(2π)2 ε
can be canceled not only at the leading order but also
at an arbitrary order. If n > 2 the diagram vanishes
2Nc GM 4−D 1 ∗3
∗
at
the four dimensional limit. Some meson properties
m ,
m →m−
(17)
(2π)2
ε
can be evaluated at this free fermion limit.
In our approach we may drop some part of physics.
and
Here we regard the model as a low energy eective
model of QCD. We may drop some parts of physics
2(2π)2
1
2
Gs (k ) =
ε 2
. in the four-fermion model. However, the procedure is
Nc
−k + 6m∗2 + (4π)2 ε/(Nc GM 4−D ) useful, if it can describe some QCD phenomena. We
(18) hope that the bubble type diagrams, i.e. meson propagation processes, contribute to the results, and some
Eqs.(16) and (17) are convergent and Eq.(18) vanishes quark propagation processes are dropped.
The renormalizability of the scalar type fourat the four-dimensional limit.
fermion
model is not discussed in this paper. It is also
In the dimensional regularization a loop integral is
interesting
to apply a normal renormalization procerescaled in order to have the correct mass dimension.
dure to subtract the divergence. We will continue the
Z
Z
dD p
dD p
work in this direction and hope to publish reports on
4−D
→
M
.
(19)
this problem.
i(2π)D
i(2π)D
Since the integral behaves as at most O(1/ε) in the Acknowledgement
dimensional regularization, all the divergences can be
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ÍÅÇÀÂÈÑÈÌÛÉ ÎÒ ÏÀÐÀÌÅÒÐÀ ÐÅÃÓËßÐÈÇÀÖÈÈ ÏÎÄÕÎÄ Â
×ÅÒÛÐÅÕÔÅÐÌÈÎÍÍÎÉ ÌÎÄÅËÈ ÂÇÀÈÌÎÄÅÉÑÒÂÈß
Â êâàíòîâîé õðîìîäèíàìèêå íåïåðòóðáàòèâíûé ýôôåêò ÿâëÿåòñÿ íåîòúåìëåìûì ÿâëåíèåì ïðè íèçêèõ ýíåðãèÿõ.
Îáû÷íàÿ ïåðòóðáàòèâíîñòü òåðÿåò ñèëó. ×åòûðåõôåðìèîííàÿ ìîäåëü âçàèìîäåéñòâèÿ èñïîëüçóåòñÿ äëÿ îöåíêè
ÿâëåíèÿ íèçêèõ ýíåðãèé äëÿ êâàðêîâ è ãëþîíîâ. Òàê êàê ÷åòûðåõôåðìèîííîå âçàèìîäåéñòâèå íåïåðåíîðìèðóåìî,
ðåçóëüòàòû çàâèñÿò îò ïàðàìåòðà ðåãóëÿðèçàöèè â ÷åòûðåõìåðíîì ïðîñòðàíñòå-âðåìåíè. Çäåñü ìû ïîêàæåì âîçìîæíîñòü
óñòðàíåíèÿ çàâèñèìîñòè ïàðàìåòðà ðåãóëÿðèçàöèè äëÿ íåêîòîðûõ ôèçè÷åñêèõ íàáëþäåíèé.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà:

÷åòûðåõôåðìèîííîå âçàèìîäåéñòâèå, ðàçìåðíàÿ ðåãóëÿðèçàöèÿ.

Èíàãàêè Òîìîõèðî, ïðîôåññîð.

Õèðîñèìñêèé óíèâåðñèòåò.
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